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Abstract!

Current capabilities!

OpenCL!

Parallel and cluster computing!

The Interactive Data Language (IDL) is also widely used in this community for
data analysis and visualization. Previously, we have developed GPULib, a
library of routines in IDL for accelerating common scientific operations including
arithmetic, FFTs, interpolation, and other computations using using CUDAenabled GPUs from NVIDIA.!

The features of GPULib include:!

Use of the open standard OpenCL implemented by several hardware vendors
from within GPULib is an exciting prospect with several advantages:!

Modern commodity hardware devices,
GPUs and CPUs—standalone or
combined into clusters, offer
unprecedented computing power.
Performance has grown exponentially,
as seen in the graph below. But
parallel programming paradigms are
required to harness the parallel nature
of the new hardware, as single core
performance has been stagnant for
the last decade. !

Use of the open standard OpenCL implemented by several hardware vendors
from within GPULib is an exciting prospect with several advantages: 1)
OpenCL is an open standard and runs on multiple vendor hardware
implementations including for both CPU and GPU hardware, and 2) OpenCL
uses runtime compilation of kernels allowing easy construction of custom
kernels at runtime (useful for creating user-defined fitting functions)!
In addition, we have a library of GPU accelerated routines (using CUDA) to
perform Levenberg-Marquardt curve fitting. In addition, GPU accelerated
LAPACK routines provided by MAGMA and simple ways to access user-written
CUDA kernels have also been added to support this library.!
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implementations including for both CPU and GPU hardware. Vector
computations of LGAMMA on the CPU of 1 million element floating arrays
are 2x faster have been tested as 2x faster on a CPU than standard IDL.!

kernels!

• accelerated FFT (1-, 2-, and 3-

• OpenCL uses runtime compilation of kernels allowing easy construction of

dimensional, as well as batched)!

custom kernels at runtime (useful for creating user-defined fitting functions)!

• LAPACK routines (MAGMA bindings)!
• accelerated special functions like

The disadvantages of using OpenCL are also significant, but are being
improved rapidly:!

LGAMMA!

• accelerated common IDL routines like
HISTOGRAM and WHERE

Reconstruction of a 3-dimensional
object using a GPU accelerated
Radon transform.

• accelerated interpolation!
• accelerated special purpose image processing operations!
• array indexing and efficient subarray operations!
• use of streams to hide memory transfer times!
• memory transfer and allocation!
• execute using pure IDL when CUDA enabled hardware is not present to
provide compatibility with all hardware!

CUDA and IDL!

Roadmap!

IDL is a high-level array based language used predominately by researchers
for scientific/image-processing calculations and visualizations. NVIDIA’s CUDA
parallel computing platform and programming model enables large increases in
computing performance by using NVIDIA graphics processing units (GPUs).!

Future features of GPULib planned:!

GPULib is an IDL library for accelerating array operations using NVIDIA's
CUDA. The IDL bindings for the library are designed to enable researchers to
quickly write software in the interactive and familiar environment of IDL, while
also providing a high level of performance for computationally intensive
scientific tasks.!

• OpenCL is an open standard and runs on multiple vendor hardware

matrix, arithmetic for float, double,
complex, and double complex arrays!

• ability to run user-defined CUDA

• support for integer types (all numeric types of IDL)!
• Levenberg-Marquardt curve fitting!
• CUDA, MAGMA, and IDL updates as needed!
• easier integration with mpiDL/TaskDL to support multiple GPUs!
• OpenCL support!

Simple calculations are straight-forward to convert:
IDL> x = findgen(10)
IDL> y = findgen(10)
IDL> z = x + y

IDL> dx = gpuFindgen(10)
IDL> dy = gpuFindgen(10)
IDL> dz = dx + dy

dx
dy
dz
dz

=
=
=
=

and LAPACK is less mature in OpenCL than the CUDA versions. There has
been a clMAGMA 1.0 release using AMD’s Accelerated Parallel Processing
Math Libraries (APPML) for BLAS calculations.!

• Performance for OpenCL can be worse than for CUDA, depending on
available hardware (see graph below).!
Basic operations are similar to the CUDA bindings (operator overloading will be
added eventually):
dx = cl_findgen(10)
dy = cl_putvar(2.0 * findgen(10))
dresult = cl_fltarr(10, /NOZERO)
!
dresult = cl_add(dx, dy, LHS=dresult)
Custom expressions can easily be created and evaluated in the IDL OpenCL
bindings:
dx = cl_putvar(x)
dy = cl_putvar(y)
dz = cl_fltarr(n, /nozero)
!
kernel = cl_compile('z[i] = 2. * x[i] + sin(y[i])', $
['x', 'y', 'z'], $
lonarr(3) + 4L, $
/SIMPLE, ERROR=err)
!
status = cl_execute(kernel, { x: dx, y: dy, z: dz })
The SIMPLE keyword in the CL_COMPILE call indicates that the program
compiled is just the expression to evaluate for each element of the arrays, not
the text of an entire kernel which is the default.!

More memory efficient implementations have better performance, though:
IDL>
IDL>
IDL>
IDL>

• Current library support for useful GPULib functionality such as FFTs, BLAS,

gpuFindgen(10)
gpuFindgen(10)
gpuFltarr(10)
; reuse instead of reallocate
gpuAdd(dx, dy, LHS=dz)

In a similar manner, a full kernel could be written by a developer and executed
through the bindings. This type of behavior is also available for the CUDA
version of GPULib already. It is a powerful technique of development that
allows developers to focus on the problem-specific algorithms while letting
GPULib provide a library of common operations.

Here dz could have been reused from a previous calculation improving
performance by not having to allocate GPU memory multiple times.

TaskDL!
TaskDL is a task farming library for
naturally parallel (“embarrassingly
parallel”) problems which require no
communication between workers.
These loosely-coupled applications
can be run on nodes of a cluster or
cores of a single machine.!
Available for Windows, Linux, or OS X.!

mpiDL!
mpiDL was developed to implement
parallel algorithms whose calculations
require communication between
processors. It leverages the power of
the industry-standard Message
Passing Interface (MPI) with the ease
of use and varied visualization and
analysis capabilities of IDL.!
Available for Linux or OS X.

Combining technologies!
Either TaskDL or mpiDL can also be used in combination with GPULib to control
multiple GPUs. The OpenCL prototype allows for even more utilization of
devices in a heterogeneous computing environments—in this environment the
same code can be used on all devices.
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We have now ported portions of this library to OpenCL, making GPU
accelerated IDL available on any modern GPU or CPU. Currently, our OpenCL
library supports basic array operations and the ability to execute user-defined
OpenCL kernels.!

• accelerated basic vector, as well as
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Deconvolution of Hubble Space Telescope image done with GPULib. On a system with an
NVIDIA Tesla C2070 and Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5650 @ 2.67GHz, GPULib computed the
deconvolution in 0. 317 sec vs. 2.15 sec for the standard IDL array operations (about 6.8
times faster).
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Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation example using GPULib (top) versus
standard IDL (bottom) where GPULib is performing approximately 23 times faster.This
example uses a single NVIDIA Tesla 2070 versus Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5650 @
2.67GHz. We have also performed this computation utilizing multiple graphics cards on
a single machine using mpiDL.

Performance of the CUDA GPULib bindings reaches nearly 60x faster than standard IDL
for LGAMMA computation.While the OpenCL bindings do not perform quite as well,
reaching only over 42x faster than standard IDL on the same GPU hardware, they scale
in a similar fashion. Also, the OpenCL bindings improved performed 2x over standard IDL
on a CPU.

• MAGMA icl.cs.utk.edu/magma!
Release date
• OpenCL khronos.org/opencl!
Performance for modern CPUs and GPUs continues to increase exponentially following
viennacl.sourceforge.net!
• ViennaCL
Moore’s
Law, but with GPUs having a substantial lead for array based operations. Some type
CUDAcomputing
nvidia.com/object/cuda_home_new.html!
of•parallel
technology is required to make use of these gains though, as single core
performance
CPUs has been stagnate for the last decade.
www.txcorp.com/home/gpulib
• GPULib for
2013 AGU Fall Meeting

